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The imporTance of noT doing as you say
 
in colorado there’s a woman who runs and can’t get exhaust-
ed. in 1997, she underwent a partial right-temporal lobectomy 
to correct the epileptic seizures she experienced daily. The 
seizures and surgery have short-circuited that part of her 
brain assigned to sense the passage of time. as a result she 
has become a champion ultramarathon runner, unfazed by the 
oppressive awareness of how long she has been running. 

in the visual arts industry, making and communi-
cating ideas can end up seeming very much like multi-tasking 
and marketing products. one hopes not to produce only more 
‘content’ for the contemporary art machine, which either runs 
off, or produces, publicity (even more so than objects now) in 
the service of capital. 

in such a context – symptomatic of an overly cor-
poratised society and its values of service and high-perfor-
mance – we seem increasingly prepared to reproduce and 
internalise these conditions: artists play at being entrepre-
neurs and marketing agents while critics and curators per-
petuate a marketing paradox that puts any enunciation to 
work as positive exposure to satisfy funding bodies and stake-
holder interests.

subversion might be, if we are not careful, the 
sweetener that makes it easier for us to run faster, harder. it 
seems that all moves are funnelled toward productiveness by 
invisible variants of the human resources department (the 
most nauseating of word combinations) and worker ‘support’ 
strategies (read: peptides). The office chair is more ergonom-
ic, although not for your comfort. 

how to be hopeful that we can become what is not 
required of us?

in his essay ‘exhaustion and exuberance’, Jan 
Verwoert asks how we might ‘effectively interrupt the self-con-
tained economic cycle of supply and demand and truly break 
the spell of the pressure to produce for the sake of production.’1 
he goes on; ‘[a] dedication to imagining other ways to perform 
and other ways to enjoy consumption means claiming the imag-



ination and the aesthetic experience as a field of collective 
agency where workable forms of resistance can be devised.’ 

With this in mind, the texts and artist pages here 
move away from the pre-determined functions of contempo-
rary art criticism to self-consciously consider their own form: 
that of the magazine. We have also considered how the mag-
azine itself functions as a proposition to embody a critique of 
the production, framing and dissemination of creative activity. 

The issue is both a proposal for and an experiment 
in shapeshifting, drawing attention to ways in which contem-
porary creative work fulfils predetermined requirements, con-
sidering models of alternative institutions and looking to 
strategies of inefficiency, unspeakability and withdrawal as 
workable forms of resistance. 

To this extent, the recent events of the Biennale 
of sydney Boycott have similarly played a part in our discus-
sions for this issue. The Bos Working group’s strategies of 
refusal and divestment were proposed as affirmative action 
toward actual improvement of refugee policy and treatment 
in australia. 

although inactivity is effectively forbidden today, 
the refusal to work, as in Lee Lozano’s work, can embody useful 
and positive action. The demands of some unwieldy organisa-
tions raise the question: who is working for whom? 
organisations, and indeed individuals, might look at reducing 
operations or slowing production as a means to align the ways 
in which they function with their ideologies and to manage their 
own accountability. 

divergence and contrariness are possible modes 
for relating to the contemporary art machine. happily, a multi-
plicity of modes is at play since a few spanners in the cogs gives 
us time to look closely at the pieces.

The trajectory through this space of real political 
and lived conditions is the long haul; luckily exhaustion is 
guaranteed.
1 Jan Verwoert, ‘Exhaustion and Exuberance’ in Tell Me What You Want, What You Really, Really Want, Sternberg Press, Berlin, 2010
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I cannot in all 
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do what you 
request. 
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I am 
afraid 
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I hope you 
are not too 
upset, but I 
just can’t 
manage it. 
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I cannot 
possibly 
comply 
with this 
request.
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This is quite 
out of the 
question 
for the time 
being.
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It is 
unfortunately 
quite 
impracticable 
for us to 
commit 
ourselves at 
this stage.
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i seem to be having a streak of luck lately, serendipitously coming across shining examples from our 
local political sphere that i can use to illustrate something of what i want to say to you today. not only has 
our new prime minister blessed us with a brilliant phrase about his new kind of government – calling it 
one that says what it means and means what it says – but the leadership aspirant for the Labor party, 
anthony albanese, has dropped this sparkling pearl into my lap: speaking of himself as a potential new 
leader, he said what you see is what you get.

meaning what you say being equivalent to saying what you mean, seeing or seeming being the 
same as what there really is – what’s wrong with those sentiments? surely it's a good thing: straight 
communication, truth in appearances, a new honesty? i imagined i was one of those people who actually 
likes to say what i mean and mean what i say. But what is happening here? Why pretend that language 
has a one-to-one relation with the world? Why this dominance of plain brute language? This degradation 
of speech and representation to the level of inflexible referent, faux empiricism, or even doctrine? 

i see this bland use of language as a degradation of the function of speech, a degradation that 
is consistent with, on the one hand, the current trend of shrinking liberalism and democracy, and on the 
other, increasing control, surveillance and totalitarianism. recent political events involving whistle-
blowers and the savage responses to them have revealed the kind of new order that now surrounds us. 
concurrent with this change in social relations, with the way in which politics is now structured, there 
seems to be a growing intolerance for the indeterminacy of representation. We can see this in the use 

noT onLy WhaT There is: The disTance 
BeTWeen represenTaTion and dominaTion.  
or... Why We don'T WanT “a goVernmenT  
ThaT says WhaT iT means, and means  
WhaT iT says”

eLiZaBeTh neWman
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of language surrounding asylum seekers and so-called 'people smugglers', in the case of Paul Yore, an 
artist threatened with charges for the use of pornographic imagery in his artwork, with the withdrawal of 
Bill Henson from the Adelaide Biennial. We can see it in our teaching institutions and in our galleries. We 
hear it in the media all the time: this reduction of speech and language to a rigid tool that imposes and 
restricts, that fixes references and ties words to things.

What is wrong with this use of language? Well, it has a direct effect upon subjectivity: upon the 
way we are conceived of and constructed as subjects, as human subjects. This failure at the level of 
language, this debasement of speech and representation, has, ultimately, the effect of reducing subjects 
to objects. And this reduction of someone to an object is consistent with totalitarianism.

I will try to explain.
An article by Frances Ferguson lays out how, in the 18th century, we saw the development of 

liberalism as a new kind of tolerance that accommodates many different beliefs, and that this new politics 
was coincident with a new emphasis upon representation as opposed to meaning. Representation im-
plies a concern with the conditions of the possibility of perceptions and statements, with how we see 
what we see (implying that it could be seen otherwise) and the different possible organisations of thought. 
It also implies that these are multiple and varied. Meaning, on the other hand, emphasises a collective 
agreement upon names and concepts, but is not concerned with the constructed nature of these: a kind 
of brute empiricism. So you can see that the age of enlightenment ushers in a new freedom of represen-
tation, a new freedom to be reflexive in our thinking, as opposed to, say, a medieval world of set 
meanings.

The construction of childhood as its own separate state of being is an invention of Romanticism 
and the age of enlightenment, and Ferguson sees this as a sign of a new economy of respect. Seeing 
the child as a new entity in its own right, separate from that of adults, indicates this new political era of 
tolerance because now one has to argue for different kinds of reason (the reason of children as well as 
the reason of adults) and different ways of seeing the world. Liberalism allows that there are different 
ways of seeing reality, and that we don't demand agreement from everyone: we allow for difference. That 
is, we do not coerce people into seeing the world the way we do. To quote Ferguson: "Defining adults and 
children as different is society's most basic representational device for setting a limit to the level of 
agreement we demand from persons. Children are the representations of the limitation of the reach of 
doctrine, of belief, of being able to say what you mean and mean what you say in every moment."

You can see how oppressive it would be to live in a world where at every moment you were 
called upon to account for what you said as being the same as what you meant. Through the study of 
linguistics we know that the relation between language and meaning is not straightforward. Signifiers 
function through their difference to others, not through any innate relation to their supposed referent. 
Signifiers in themselves do not mean anything: you know that the signifier 'cat' only refers to the animal 
with four legs because it is not referring to a bat or a cot. But you also know that the signifier 'cat' can be 
used to signify a cool jazz player, good luck, bad luck, or even a woman: it depends on the use. Signifiers 
allow us to make metaphors, to joke, to use double entendres, to be ironic, to point to something else 
and so on. Signifiers make poetry possible. It is also possible to invent new signifiers – we are not stuck 
with a limited set: the invention of new signifiers is the field of art par excellance. 

Given all this, you can see why I pricked up my ears when I heard Abbott say those seemingly 
benign words about his new governing style. Following Frances Ferguson again, we can say that liberal-
ism, in foregrounding the question of representation over that of meaning, allows us to say that we do 
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not know what children mean when they use the same words as us, and that to take them at their word 
would be "a rigorously superficial account of consent and intention – a sophisticated version of 
simplicity."

What she means is that it would be an abuse and an invasion of subjectivity to take the other 
at their word, pure and simple. To think you know what they're saying when you don't. The example Fer-
guson gives, of course, is a child supposedly consenting to sex with an adult. But her thesis applies to 
all speech. I think Australians are famous for this superficial simplicity: we like to present ourselves as 
straight talking, and we affect that being complex or intellectual is pretentious and a waste of time. But 
it's a kind of bullying: this squashing of language into a form of coercion and domination, of forced 
agreement to a set of terms and meanings. 

On this basis I think it's perfectly alright for Abbott to say during the election campaign of fe-
male Liberal candidate Fiona Scott: ‘she's got sex appeal’. We do not know what Abbott meant by the 
statement. Does he really think she's sexy? Did he mean she was sort of spunky and go-get-'em? Did he 
say it for effect? I actually think that Abbott has a very low opinion of Fiona Scott, and so was casting 
around in his mind for something vaguely positive to say about her, but that's my own hunch. It's much 
better to be in this realm of language and representation – the realm of Why did he say that? What does 
it mean? – than to live in a world where our speech is a site of surveillance, and value is compressed into 
a fact. 

A value is not a fact. This notion of the fact/value distinction and the importance of maintaining 
it also comes from the Ferguson article. The public response of disapproval to Abbott's stupid statement 
is a good example of taking a value and pretending that it's a fact. In a politically monitored culture, facts 
and values become inseparable and un-interpretable. He said she had sex appeal: this is bad. Quoting 
Ferguson again, in modern liberal society there is "a tradition of restricting the demands it places on us 
to identify the value of our statements as facts to all the world." I'm not really sure what this means, but 
it sounds good to me, because I think she is suggesting that we are free to have the values we have and 
we don't need to prove them empirically to others. We do not have to account for ourselves and our beliefs 
in a totalising or universalising way. We are free to be, to some extent. Unlike during the Spanish inquisi-
tion, for example, or the McCarthy era. I think she means that when we speak, what we say has to be 
interpreted: it's not clear what is meant.

Ferguson also says the following, which I find even more obscure: referring to liberalism again, 
she says there is an acknowledgement that “there is a limit on our abilities to resolve our statements 
into beliefs we can live with.” What does that mean? That we do not have the ability to account for every-
thing we say with a complete explanation of what we believe, that what we say does not match up neces-
sarily with what we believe, and moreover, that we might even say things that we don't believe! Also, we 
might have beliefs that even we cannot live with, cannot feel good about. Ferguson doesn't make it ex-
plicit, but here she is talking about the divided subject: the subject of the unconscious, the subject di-
vided by language, ignorant of their own unconscious and ambivalent towards their own objects. Is she 
saying that liberalism allows us to accept ourselves and others as partial, as split and divided, and as 
fundamentally unknowing and unknowable?

I'm going to switch tack a bit here, because I want to talk about something closer to home, as 
it were, but I think it is related to what I have been saying so far. Often I am asked by an institution to say 
something about the work of mine they are putting in their show, or buying, or selling to someone else, 
or whatever the case. They are asking me to give them some further information about the work, which 
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they presumably have a relation with already, as if I am the only one who holds this knowledge, or more 
accurately, can produce this knowledge. Because they could create the knowledge too – they could 
produce what doesn't already exist – only it would require some work. Often they will take my words and 
summarise them, and then later I see them, placed awkwardly in their catalogues or info plaques. What 
I say to myself at these times, in exasperation, is 'why do they employ all these intellectual workers who 
are presumably employed in this capacity, and then get me to do more unpaid work?' But I don't think 
this really hits the problem on the head. It is something else.

To assume that it is the artist who really knows about the work because they made it involves 
a conceptual error. It involves a collapsing of the artwork – a new signifier, if you like – into the supposed 
intentions of the artist. I say supposed, because, like any speaking being, the artist does not know what 
they are saying. Constituted via language and divided within it, the speaking being literally cannot know 
all that they say when they speak. Nor can all of their experience be expressed in language. So you see 
the limitations of expecting an explanation from the creator of a new signifier. In the case of dreams, the 
dream belongs to the dreamer, but they don't know what it means. Moreover, because we all share in the 
same range of signifiers, we could all interpret the dream to some degree. The artist doesn't really know 
what they are transmitting with their work – how it functions, what effects it produces. There is a gap 
between what they might say they're doing, what they think they are intending, and what in fact is the 
case. There is a gap between representation and subject. 

It's true I have a kind of knowledge of the work, I know something about myself, but publicity 
departments don't want my knowledge, they want information.... which is a different thing. 

Recently I was asked, in a mass email sent to all the other artists in this exhibition, the following:

1. In your own words, please describe your work in Melbourne Now.
2. What influence does Melbourne have on your practice?
3. Is there a place or site in Melbourne you identify with and why?
4. Please tell us about a work in the NGV collection that is significant for you.
 
NB: We would be grateful if your written responses total up to 100 words only for each question. 
Where necessary, the NGV reserves the right to edit responses prior to publication according 
to length and style. Thanks! 

Pure marketing! Naturally I deleted the email. These were anonymous, mass questions, ad-
dressed to no one in particular, sent from no one in particular, and expecting nothing in particular. It might 
seem that I am saying that this unsolicited approach from the marketing department was an affront to 
my ego, that as an artist I expect to be taken more seriously. However, this is because I value the human 
subject, not the ego. When we say ‘serious’ we might be saying that something is in a series: it is linked 
in a chain, in a series of signifiers, and that this linking of signifiers is serious. Biting off a chunk of info 
that will never be connected to anything else, that will float in the rubbish dump of cast-off empty signi-
fiers, which is what these info-bites are – that is not serious and it shows absolute disregard for the 
human subject. 

You know this kind of talk: it's the language of bureaucracy, in which human subjects are re-
duced to units of equal value, that is, to numbers. If everything is of equivalent value then it is of no value 
in particular. What's wrong with everything having the same value? Isn't that a kind of democracy? For 
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something to have value is for things to be unequal and therefore recognisable and different from each 
other. Value, recognition and difference go together. each human subject is unique in that their ‘coming 
into being via the signifier’ is a unique and idiosyncratic moment: it can never be repeated or copied. i 
suppose this is what is meant by the phrase ‘sanctity of life’: that each one is unique and irreplaceable. 
The reduction of subjects to units of equivalent value, of which bureaucracy is the supreme management 
tool, spells the death of the subject as we have known it.

i have a funny story to tell you – well, it's both funny and horrific. it happened to Justin clemens, 
who works in a university. as part of his work he was involved with a group of students putting on a play. 
one of the props was a bag of tempting red apples. planning for their performance the next day, the 
students placed the bag of apples in the common-room fridge. To prevent people thinking the apples 
were there to be taken freely, a student drew a sign with a skull and crossbones and the word ‘poison’, 
and placed it on the apples. it's the kind of friendly thing you might do in a communal house to reduce 
the severity of the prohibition: don't touch my apples! in fact, think of how much hostility you would create 
if you wrote ‘piss off - don't eat any apples’. so you can see how important the use of speech and repre-
sentation is to peaceful interaction: what you say, how you say it, has an effect.

What happened though is that someone complained to the university management that there 
was poison in the fridge. a huge drama exploded – security guards in radiation suits and rubber gloves 
were called in to remove the toxic objects, and eventually the students responsible were called into the 
dean's office for retribution and re-education.

it is understandable that one person might not understand the signifier she encountered in 
the fridge, meaning not that the apples were poisonous but just indicating that you can't take them. But 
that a whole management department cannot read it either is a worry. The psychotic takes language as 
real. for the psychotic there are no jokes, no metaphors: signifiers are profoundly enigmatic and over-
laden with meaning. That is a personal tragedy. But for management now to be functioning in this way in 
this new era of terrorism is, for us, terrifying. it is another instance of the way representation is debased 
until it no longer functions as representation, but as real.

you can imagine what might happen when the data surveillance programs of the nsa run a 
search for a particular term and discover it in your emails. There will be no concept of irony, of joke, meta-
phor, even of equivoque. a thing is what it is: meaning and saying are compressed. This is because 
technology cannot recognise the subject, the subject that is a play of signifiers, or more accurately, the 
space between signifiers. Technology is constructed upon an annihilation of the subject – it can only 
recognise zeros and ones, not subjectivity. We are in a new kind of world in which language is degraded 
and the subject is foreclosed.

as artists we are completely engaged in representation: it is our material. you can see how in-
hospitable the contemporary climate is becoming for the creation and reception of art. The Vca has put 
up a big fight to remain slightly separate from the university and that is important. i say that this sort of 
linguistic culture is bad for artists, but of course it's bad for all subjects. Why is that? Because representation 
is the only way that subjects are represented, the only way the subject exists. reduce that representation 
to numbers and you have auschwitz and guantanamo Bay, and manus island for that matter. 

i was listening to fran Kelly talk to a recent guest about the latest amoldovar film. he men-
tioned that it had some ‘challenging’ moments in it, that were, as he put it, in the grey zone, not so black 
and white. This was, apparently, a portrayal, a representation, of non-consensual sex. oh, that's not grey, 
said fran, that's definitely black. no, that is definitely not okay. 
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first of all, it's a film – it’s representation. secondly, amoldovar films usually function as alle-
gories of the political situation in spain. They are black comedies. They are vigorous manipulations of 
existing representations. however, what strikes me about this example is not only that i am being warned 
that i cannot say anything that does not follow the correct ideological line, but that these images, these 
representations, are deliberately being called up in order to be publicly condemned, and that this is the 
political part – this is the threat. Tolerant societies allow for difference. i don't really like religious thinking, 
or pornography, or calvin Klein ads, but i can choose to just allow them to be and not let them impinge 
upon me. in the case of the media, this fran example, you see the opposite: the actual incitement of the 
public and a call to opposition. i think that's a problem.

 i will finish now by returning to the ferguson article. ferguson comes to the conclusion that 
the child is unrepresentable, or that there is something in the child that is unrepresentable. childhood 
is ‘a statement of the fundamental unactualisability of a knowledge of our own positions’ she says. That 
is, there is something real and unsymbolised, something unrepresentable and unknowable within our-
selves. The notion of childhood as a representation, as a represented space, is a social guarantee of the 
protection of this space of the unknown, this human subject. Quoting ferguson again: ‘The child is a 
figure who represents a principle of the non-actualised that keeps our relations with others from involving 
a simple expression of our needs, desires, opinions and interests.’ That is, this figure of the unknown, 
unknowing and unrepresentable, is what keeps human beings from oppressing and imposing themselves 
upon each other. it keeps a space between them. 
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Both Bonny Liam Maier and Alex Kosloff are caught up in an old bourgeois venture of salvaging  
something from the art world in its institutional sense. In the mid–late 19th century, the aristoc-
racy saw itself as preserving certain long-lasting ideals in the face of emergent bourgeois brut-
ishness and lack of sophistication. Now, Bonny and Alex are the old bourgeoisie, who still hold 
on to some mid-20th century values in the face of late-capitalist nouveau-feudal oligarchy and 
the crude instrumentation of all that exists. But the question is: to salvage what and for what end?

From: Pisatel <pisatel1976@gmail.com>
To: Bonny Liam Maier <bonny.liam.maier@gmail.com>
Date: May 20, 2014
Subject: Your recent works

Cher Boni M,
I recently encountered your work at Art Basel in Lisson Gallery's boot. Or, rather I believe I en-
countered it, because it was invisible. Exquisite women with décolletage and diamond necklaces 
from Boghossian and men dressed up in deep blue suits passed by and through, all holding wine 
glasses, and were enchanted by the intangibility of your work. One of them, a madame in her 
early 60s, whose fresh botox-injected cheeks kissed many botox-injected lips, screamed in a 
pseudo-orgasmic voice: "I love Boni M's work. They are so good that they are absolutely invisible. 
I will definitely buy a few square metres of invisibility." A gentlemen dressed in a black shirt with a 
pink tie and Godard glass frames seconded her: "BM converses with the absences. Presence has 
no presence in his works." Those words coming out of a possibly distinguished art critic raised 
the price of your work tout de suite.

I had been thinking of Bonny M as somehow post-critical and immersed in, accelerating the 
instrumentalisation of everything (what I have in mind is more the valorisation of everything, 
but to an extent they can be synonymous?)

I wanted to retell this story to you as a way of congratulating you. It looks like relational aesthetics 
has become a hot potato (apologies for the pedestrian metaphor) in art fairs. It evokes a special 
kind of relationality, one that is mediated by money.

Votre serviteur, Alex Kosloff (Pisatel)
....>>>>>>>writer
----------------|||||||| critic
===============foodie 

your recenT WorKs
 
Bonny Liam maier and aLex KosLoff
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Some time ago, I wrote an article, a disgraceful article that I have regretted publishing. The kernel 
was there but the ideas weren't that developed. I felt I needed to pre-empt before the fairs' season 
started. I often think that perhaps I should ignore the fairs altogether and focus on the so-called 
‘critical’ art world of…wait…biennials. But increasingly, the fairs structurally incorporate those 
components and formats that have been so far reserved for the ‘critical’ practices since the wake 
of conceptualism. Don't many, if not all of them have a discursive component, perhaps a library 
and an adjacent non-commercial exhibition? I have named this phenomena ‘popup criticality’.

Everything is subsumed. In that rushed and polemical essay I was looking into the production of 
authorship, and how that authoritative signifier produced by modernism no longer enjoys insti-
tutional support since the very institutions of modernism have drastically transformed, if not 
decomposed. The name of the author, once upon a time attached to a particular subjectivity, is 
severed from subjectivity altogether. Recently, a woman who had stopped making car payments 
was found to have been deceased for five years before anyone noticed. It is precisely the same 
principle. Ours is an age of pure, unrelenting naming.

It looks like the artist (or writer) ‘Anonymous’ has long been non-operational in the contemporary art 
world. The only time we now hear of someone being anonymous is amongst the hackers. To what can 
we attribute this loss of actual anonymity in the art world? My quick speculation is that the globalised 
art scene is so all-encompassing that ‘anonymity’ itself is a form of identity. Everyone is compelled to 
assume an identity, adopt one or align oneself with pre-existing modes of identification in order to 
obtain symbolic, and in rare cases financial capital. Perhaps it is because there is nothing outside of 
the system; even attempts to destabilise it are quickly incorporated to ensure its functioning.

From: Bonny Liam Maier <bonny.liam.maier@gmail.com>
To: Pisatel <pisatel1976@gmail.com>
Date: May 20, 2014
Subject: Re: Your recent works

Alex,
What a lovely surprise this email is, I was only just thinking about you! There was an essay in Texte 
zur Kunst that I read recently and I was sure that it was written by you, but I can never keep up 
with your pseudonyms. It argued – as you would – that we can play all the games of authorship 
that we want but in the end, the market will do just fine. It's a machine and we can replace brand-
name parts with another brand-name, or even with no-name parts, and the machine keeps run-
ning. Embarrassingly, I don't believe I finished the essay. It was brilliant though.
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What has intrigued me in the exercise of building fictitious characters, and potentially operat-
ing through them, is the difference between this act and anonymity. The fictional characters 
do adopt identities, skills and signatures. They are not guerrillas who intervene and attack, yet 
remain outsiders. i am not sure if there is any transgressive possibility that can be explored by 
playing out these characters. ultimately, is the question whether the author is dead (or very 
much alive), or how the authorship is assumed, circulated and distributed within a very exploit-
ative system (be that publicly or privately funded)? no. perhaps the broader question is how to 
protect some autonomy – and the institution of authorship is very much linked to the institution 
of autonomy – from the forces of instrumentalisation.

But I agree with your analysis, obviously, which is why I am selling a lot of nothing in Basel! You 
know that that critic was given a script, don't you? Those invisible works were all components of 
a larger project, a piece of social theatre, an artificial fragment of the art fair within the art fair. But 
the fragment comes very close to the reality, so close that no one would ever really know that the 
whole social atmosphere around those works was scripted. It was invisible, as invisible as the 
works on display. I'm working on a three-channel video installation based on all of this, which 
should be done for Frieze.

myself? i am both narrator and character within this short scene. i have managed to find a critical 
distance between my thoughts and my concrete situation. But, are we not compelled constant-
ly to express an identity between our inner and outer lives, such that any failure to do so is a 
failure of our own authenticity, a moral shortcoming? What if this kind of rupture in authenticity 
were generative of autonomous space, as if the severing of authorship from subjectivity instan-
tiated the possibility for play, invention, and creativity just beneath the circuits of valorisation?

in a context with a well-structured cultural sector, the institutions are clearly defined; there are 
standard and regularly-trodden pathways between institutional positions, across institutions, 
ultimately moving up to a biennale or other national position; and artists are expected to stay 
in their role, so that any critique of the way the art world conducts itself should be carried out 
‘in the work’. such structure depends on consistency and quality control. Therefore one will 
find quantitative methods for assessing the value of artworks and exhibitions and an enthusi-
asm for qualification and degrees so as to govern the meritocratic movement of constituent 
bodies. now that the entire sector has put itself in the mindset of constant self-justification 
and self-presentation, there is no autonomous culture in place to resist, or fall back to, when 
the cuts come. But if we were to collectively exploit the affordances of authorship – treating 
names, qualifications, and pedigree less like skin and more as the gaudy costumes they are 
– then we would not be so fatally trapped by the vampire cultural sector.

cher lecteur, the questions of authorship and authenticity could be asked in the plural. i am not 
a single individual, but a collective, a group debate mapped onto a name. my regrettable article 
stopped short of offering an affirmative proposition or at least some sort of prognosis – can we 
imagine a form of post-authorial authorship that is akin to the adornian post-autonomous au-
tonomy (well, adorno would send me to hell for reformulating his ideas this way) of the artwork? 

Anyways, was that essay by you? I'm travelling and don't have access to it – would you mind  
summarising where you went in the second part of it? Or copy and paste a few excerpts for me?

ciao ciao, bon
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rememBering

in Vienna there is an old art museum named the 
Kunsthistorisches museum. it is no different from any 
other old-fashioned 19th-century museum except for its 
unusual name: it is not the ‘museum of art’ but the 
‘museum of art history’. since a similar building, the 
naturhistorisches museum (museum of natural history) 
stands opposite, perhaps the name was chosen purely 
for symmetry. nevertheless, because of its name the 
Kunsthistorisches museum holds a special place among 
similar art museums throughout the world.

named after the museum in Vienna is the 
Kunsthistorisches mausoleum in Belgrade, serbia: the 
Tomb of art history. in this place, two art histories are 
buried. one chamber confines The History of Modern 
Painting by herbert read, the other, The History of Art 
by hW Janson. 

These two books are two of the most promi-
nent art histories in the western world. usually, art histo-
ries are written narratives based on existing artworks 
and artefacts. in the case of the mausoleum, the narra-
tive came first and the artefacts (paintings) were  
produced afterwards to fit them. illustrations from both 
books have been turned into real paintings and  
displayed in the mausoleum. 

it seems, by entombing these two art  
histories; by physically internalizing them, the Kunst-
historisches mausoleum positions itself outside of  
history. if history is just the way we have chosen to  
remember the past, then this mausoleum is a place to 
remember the remembering itself.

Walter Benjamin 2004
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echo

echo was a beautiful nymph, fond of talking, and would 
always have the last word. once she angered goddess 
Juno with this habit and was punished so that she would 
never be able to speak her mind. she was allowed only 
to repeat the words spoken to her.

one day echo met narcissus, a beautiful 
youth madly in love with his own image. she waited with 
impatience for him to speak first, and had her answer 
ready. But when he finally spoke to her, she could only 
repeat his words. confused and angry, narcissus left, 
and she went to hide her blushes in the recesses of the 
nearby mausoleum. soon after, to her surprise, she  
discovered that the walls of the mausoleum were cov-
ered with thousands and thousands of portraits of the 
beautiful narcissus. hypnotised by the endless incarna-
tions of this beloved face, from that time forth she lived 
inside the hallways of the cold edifice. her form faded 
with grief, until at last her flesh shrank away and there 
was nothing left but her voice.

even today echo would readily reply to anyone 
who happen to enter the mausoleum, keeping up her old 
habit of having the last word. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

from the Tales of the Artisans
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‘house museums’ – museums dedicated to a single person with the aim of conserving or reconstructing 
their work, as well as, and above all, their way of life – suggest a complex system of relations and mean-
ings. Very often, however, these are museographic operations that aim for an a priori reconstruction of 
the resident's imaginary existence. 

certain house museums are conceived from the outset as a kind of Gesamtkunstwerk. The 
sir John soane museum in London and the mario praz museum in rome serve as two such examples. 

John soane was among the most influential architects of english neoclassicism. in the early 
1800s he incorporated a series of buildings at Lincoln's inn fields in London as his residence and re-
pository for a vast and eclectic art collection: antique marbles, piranesi prints, canaletto paintings and 
a multitude of souvenirs. The space, designed by soane himself, functioned as something of a grandiose 
self-portrait. in 1999, hans ulrich obrist curated Retrace Your Steps: Remember Tomorrow at the mu-
seum – setting works by contemporary artists such as gilbert & george, anish Kapoor and cerith Wyn 
evans amidst the museum’s historical artefacts.

The mario praz house museum, while distinct in both appearance and concept, displays various 
affinities with the soane museum. situated inside the palazzo primoli in rome's historical centre, the house 
was praz's residence from 1969 until his death in 1982. spread throughout the home’s ten rooms are more 
than 1,200 works: sculpture, painting, furniture and decorative objects. While the collection doesn't house any 
work that might be called a masterpiece, walking through the hallways we are struck by those small wonders 
neglected by the histories of art. Wax statues, fans, paintings of interiors and unusual extravagances. 

What makes this house and its collection distinctive is the persona of mario praz. praz was an 
art historian who lived surrounded by works and objects dating from the historical period during which 
he was an expert scholar and refined narrator. indeed, the most intense description of the house was 
put forth by praz himself in his book La Casa della Vita. his house museum is a journey through time in 
which each element contributes to the composition of a rich portrait. in that sense, it is a collection with 
a specific narrative function that represents at once a synthesis of the history of an individual and a col-
lective history, of scientific research and natural intuition, of reality and fiction. 

sTrangers in The house

Luca Lo pinTo
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Together with olaf nicolai, i curated Conversation Pieces at the mario praz museum in 2003. 
The project was articulated in two phases: an exhibition and the publication of two artist books. The first 
book consisted of a complete bibliography of all the books in the gallery library: a portrait of a collector 
through his collection. The second comprised a series of photographs of book covers and inside pages 
extracted from another collector’s collection: the gallerist maria colao, whose very important artist book 
collection was shown in juxtaposition. These book covers and inside pages from artist books by giovan-
ni anselmo, Vincenzo agnetti, marcel Broodthaers, rodney graham and richard Tuttle were incorpo-
rated into the library as inserts that would serve as a subtext to the bibliography. finally, the exhibition 
consisted in displaying these inserts throughout the house, framed as personal memorabilia, in juxta-
position with the objects and works already present in it. The result was a dialogue between two collec-

tions by two individuals from 
different historical contexts 
which, in their linkage, 
opened up questions of biog-
raphy, portraiture and memory. 

over the last fif-
teen years, the search for an 
alternative to the “white 
cube” as a designated exhi-
bition space has prompted 
the emergence of countless 
exhibitions held in unusual 
places (former factories, ho-
tels, modernist buildings, 
schools, banks), particularly 

within large-scale events such as Biennials. in a system saturated with ideas and in a continuous search 
for novelty, the ancient art museum or ethnographic museum has become a site for contemporary art 
to take up with. Thus, not satisfied with searching for architecturally loaded spaces, the contemporary 
art system has also invaded culturally connoted ones. The insertion of cultural artefacts (in this instance, 
works of contemporary art) inside exhibition spaces populated by different artefacts suggests a com-
parative interpretation, but does not in itself pro-
duce a dialogue. The appropriation of these other 
spaces – such as house-museums – by the contem-
porary has often been translated as a kind of “colo-
nialist” exploitation of a native, aesthetically striking 
context, which then gets treated as an empty and 
non-signifying frame. 

italy is strewn with hidden treasures that 
are obscured by the magnificence of the ancient 
ruins. Thus the house of one of the most influential 
artists of the last century, giorgio de chirico, located 
in the centre of the centre of rome – piazza di spag-
na – remains relatively unknown. giorgio de chirico 
lived here from 1948 to 1978, the year of his death. 
compared to other house-museums (such as those 
of gustav moraeu, Victor hugo, Luis Barragan, frie-
derich nietzsche, sigmund freud, Keats-shelley, 
federico garcia Lorca, or the already mentioned 
soane and praz homes), de chirico's is the richest 
in linguistic stratifications and the most hermeneu-
tically complex. 
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spread over three floors 
atop a seventeenth-century building, 
the home is distinguished by a typi-
cally bourgeois, 1950s décor. it is at 
once a home, workspace and show-
room. 

it was at this site that i cu-
rated an exhibition project titled 
D'après Giorgio. Twenty-eight artists 
were invited to interact with the place 
and to create works specifically for 
the occasion. no guidelines, either 
thematic or linguistic, were imposed, 
other than the predilection of subtle 
interventions that would allow the 
house and the exhibition to be perceived as a unique entity open to various levels of interpretation. The 
artists, who included emilio prini, Luigi ontani, henrik olesen, alexandre singh, nina Beier, Luca Trevisani, 
darren Bader and giulio frigo were heterogeneous in their interests, backgrounds, geographies and me-
diums. The exhibition's temporal duration was purposely dilated so as to allow it to be altered in fieri: like 
a novel that, once written, published and distributed, nonetheless leaves its plot open to modification. 

in this sense, D'après 
Giorgio stood as a vast narrative 
– composed of multiple narra-
tions, all distinguished by differ-
ent rhythms – which mutated as 
it progressed and which offered 
visitors the possibility of explor-
ing the house in new and nu-
anced ways. Though the exhibi-
tion opened with a specific group 
of works, others were added over 
the course of a year, giving life to 
a gradual stratification that con-
tinued through to the project's 
conclusion. D'après Giorgio of-
fered an approach that reacted 
to the temporal and processional 
parameters that generally attend 
art exhibitions. 

ordinarily, the de chirico museum is open by appointment and to guided tours only. in accor-
dance with this usage, i asked the museum personnel to describe the works of the contemporary artists 
in the same manner as they usually do de chirico's own, thus collapsing the distance between the exhi-
bition space and its relative contents. 

AnderSennoSegno, my third curatorial project recasting the house museum as exhibition site 
took place from 2012 to 2013. The hendrik christian andersen museum is located in a small palazzo that 
served as a house-studio where the norwegian painter and sculptor lived for over forty years. hendrik 
christian andersen was a dreamer fascinated by the monumentality of form and thought. he spent years 
working on the construction of an imaginary city in which all the arts could cohabit. With a similar ideal-
ism, italian painter and sculptor Luigi ontani has always considered art as a journey to an elsewhere. 
Luigi ontani is an artist irreducible to the linguistic categories that we commonly rely on in interpreting 
art. he emerged in the 1960s, contemporaneously with arte povera and conceptual art, but pursued, 
from the start, a different and more personal path. in this sense, ontani’s works play with the utopian and 
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dreamlike imagery of hendrik christian andersen. AnderSennoSegno was conceived of as a journey of 
rediscovery of ontani’s works produced between the mid 1960s and early 1970s, in an itinerary punctu-
ated by different rhythms, times and spaces. exhibited in the ground floor gypsothèque of the hendrik 
christian andersen museum were, for the first time, the entire collection of musical masks ontani made 
in Bali. These masks were placed over andersen's monumental statues, which were thus animated, act-
ing as very peculiar pedestals. a veritable choreography animated by a soundtrack conceived for the 
occasion by charlemagne palestine, who got each mask to “play” by re-elaborating the recordings of 
the masks performed by ontani. 

Conversation Pieces, D'après Giorgio and AnderSennoSegno were conceived as possibilities 
for using exhibition writing to feed new narratives and interpretations of these unusual museums. in a 
moment that has brought about a profound questioning of any sense of linear and horizontal history, 
these places represent models to which we can look to recognize new histories. 

Translation by Tijana Mamula
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Beyond a certain point there is no return. 
This point has to be reached.
franz Kafka

The first greek geometers were perplexed by a great many things, a perplexity that they very often met, 
we know, with great ingenuity. such it was with the question of how to find the area of the circle. in the 
absence of today’s mathematical tools, these mathematicians resorted to a method of approximation 
in order to resolve the problem. We begin with a square, each of whose corners touch the inside of the 
circle. Then, we might proceed to a hexagon, then to an octagon, and so on. With each increase to the 
number of sides, the polygon within the circle edges ever closer to the circle itself. at the limit (a math-
ematical concept of much more recent mint), we would arrive at the circle itself. in keeping with these 
greeks, for whom the size of figures could only be defined comparatively, we can say that the n-sided 
polygon is arbitrarily close in size to the circle in which it is inscribed. This approximative approach, 
given a famous proof by archimedes, was later to be called the method of exhaustion, since the space 
within the circle is progressively exhausted by polygons with ever more sides. 

The history of mathematics is a history of perplexity, absolute triumph and of labour perhaps 
impossible to grasp from the third-person point of view. since the 17th century, you’ve been able to look 
back on this procedure only from the point of view of the triumphs that are now yours and everyone’s, 
pegging your gaze to a line of deservedly famous names: fermat, desargues, Leibniz, Legendre, gauss, 
riemann. from your point of view, the method may seem quaint, for the most part because of all we have 
gained in exactitude. ours is a mathematics of limits, of achieved limits. you don’t need to exhaust 
anything – you begin with exhaustion instead.

put another way, the problem with the method of exhaustion is that without the saving grace 
of a rigorous definition of a limit, it is not much more than sophisticated guesswork. This early naïve 
geometry still contains too much of the eye, it requires a kind of vision, close to the vision of the seer. 
This lingers today, as you well know, in the proximity of numbers and success in our collective daydreams. 
The cult of pythagoras has never really been extinguished; it’s maybe the elementary form of all cults. 
ancient geometry tends in two directions – towards the mystical and towards the mathematical – and 
its process, its active method of exhaustion can as easily give way to rigorous analysis as to the lo-
tophagy whose brief botanic ethnography we find in the waning pages of Ulysses.

But there is a third direction too: art. don paterson writes:

art can almost be defined as the practice of solving scientific problems without recourse to 
scientific method. The distance between the stars is traversed only by the artistic imagination; 
the Bird of paradise flutters into life in the hands of a bored sailor. The trisection of the angle, 
employing only a straight edge and a pair of compasses, is, according to Wantzel’s irrefutable 
proof, perfectly impossible. The solution, of course, is to discard the instruments and execute 
it freehand.1

paterson is doubtless our Voltaire, but nonetheless: the first example relies upon an antiquated frame 
of reference, since the signal feature of modern science is the attainment of the infinite – the problem 
is solved – and the second, of the fabled bird that never lands, has always been firmly grounded on the 
far side of the border between science and (sufi) mysticism – there was no problem. The third case is 
something else altogether. 

The truth is quite the opposite of paterson’s conjecture: art is a practice of deploying scien-
tific means to non-scientific ends. What are these means? simply, exhaustion itself. art and science 
share a basic methodology, the method of exhaustion, though it is used in two inverted ways. in a remark-
able essay on Beckett,2 gilles deleuze notes the essential goal of the method: to exhaust the possible. 
The greek geometers already knew this, since the attainment of the area of the circle is only possible if 
the area between the the polygon and the circle is exhausted.

The meThod of exhausTion

Jon roffe
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The essential characteristic of this exhaustion in deleuze’s view is that it is irreducible to a 
mere tiredness. When you’re tired of something (even, at the limit, tired of living), you’re tired of one 
particular state of affairs. But exhaustion leaves all particular states of affairs open, possible, but closes 
down access to possibility in general. 

modern science, in the wake of its mathematisation, has at its disposal the point of exhaustion 
from the beginning, and is able to situate itself immediately at the level of the absolute. consider galois’ 
words: “one must constantly indicate the progress of the calculations and foresee the results without 
ever being able to carry them out.”3 But dedekind is equally right: we begin with the infinite, possessing 
it immediately, and then turn to the finite, to construction, calculation, order and disorder.4

The method of exhaustion is still in play in this ‘classical’ sense, however, to the degree that 
these exhaustive absolutes are deployed in the procedural exhaustion of possible explanatory options: 
hypothesis testing. starting with the exhausted categories that give it an infinite reach, particular areas 
can be examined: the mating life of butterflies, the distribution of dark matter, the molecular peculiarities 
of the lotus flower. science passes from the absolute and the necessary to the relative and the possible, 
threading through each investigation the exhausted thread that the absolute makes available. 

art, on the other hand, does not have both of these possibilities, or not yet, or not fully. proce-
durally generated art (starting with the abstract) certainly exists, and is flourishing, but this example turns 
on a disanalogy between the absolutes of science (the speed of light, gravity, the first infinite set, etc) 
and the algorithm that produces the art. in the latter case – as is often pointed out a propos algorithms 
in general – the algorithm itself must be created, is the real point of contact of the creative effort and the 
site at which the method of exhaustion must be applied.

in art, the method of exhaustion involves beginning here and now, with this or that (the relative), 
and proceeding in the direction of the creation of something that transcends this particularity. you, the 
artist, start with an indefinite number of possible courses of action, and the goal is achieved not when 
one of these courses is pursued, but when the entire regime of possibility is put aside in the name of a 
necessity and an absolute – the work itself, stellar and allochthonous.

But this is too abstract. There is a sequence of exhaustions, an exhaustive sequence, that art 
follows. it exhausts, first of all, the expectations of art that are provided by in social life – the language of 
the academy, of grant proposals both public and private, of reviews and launch-party patois. confronted 
with the work, these bodies of discourse are exhausted. This means that none of the various possible 
explanations that might be offered manage to say anything about the work. That the various proponents 
of these social discourses think that they are making sense is neither here nor there.

a second, more important exhaustion belongs necessarily to the one who encounters the art. 
The phenomenon of art gallery fatigue is not exactly what is in question, or it is misunderstood, confused 
with the exhaustion that interests us. of course hanging around in an extremely artificial environment, 
surrounded by inane conversation that quickly lacquers over any work with a veneer of clichéd under-
standing wears you out. But the important phenomenon is rather that the capacity to see, feel or think 
anything more is exhausted: “The tired person has merely exhausted the realization [of a given], where-
as the exhausted person exhausts the whole of the possible […] one remains active, but for nothing.”5 
you leave the exhibition capable, but not capable of anything.

related to this is another exhaustion, this time of the artist. Kafka’s edict, that one attain the 
point of no return, is essential, and what gives rise to the peculiar foreignness of the work itself to the 
artist; as if, striving to the limit of what one can do – and considerably beyond the meagre sphere of 
knowledge – a certain anonymity is achieved. you didn’t make this work, because, rising up to the plane 
of its composition, all of your personal features were burnt off, subtracted, exhausted. “only the ex-
hausted person is sufficiently disinterested, sufficiently scrupulous. indeed, he is obliged to replace his 
plans with tables and programs that are devoid of all meaning.”6

These exhaustions, the last in particular, are all subjacent to the main effort: the work as ex-
haustion attained. To the achievement of the artist – anonymity – corresponds the work of art as at once 
singular and absolute, that is to say, unique and incomparable. it attains this status by virtue of dispens-
ing with the relative milieu of possibilities – the milieu of social and personal perspectives, other mate-
rial options (the clay could have been this or that; last time the algorithm produced something different).
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now you object that all of this is neither art nor science, but philosophy, and too much phi-
losophy at that, and the complement of the theoretical excess in the academy that is drowning the arts. 
Let’s exhaust the combinations though. if art is the use of the scientific method for non-scientific ends, 
philosophy is nothing but the pursuit of scientific ends (to grasp what there is) with non-scientific means.

Just as science begins at the point of exhaustion, increasingly and essentially, so too does 
philosophy. But this time, being installed in the infinite from the start, the goal is not to grasp the total-
ity of the finite ‘what there is’ from this point of view, but to populate thinking with irreducible points of 
view that equally grasp this totality in ways that science will never accept. While it is equally and fa-
mously irreducible to the possible and the regime of equal points of view, it is expressive rather than 
exhaustive. The concept expresses the world in its own singular way.

What philosophy, like art, aims to achieve is an uncompromising singularity, sovereign on its 
own terms and yet entirely inimical to the whole order of hierarchy in the normal sense of the word. This 
singularity is what theory takes in its foundational confusion as the equality of points of view. a lack of 
commensuration is taken to be the sign of its rule.

consequently, philosophy will never cease to be cruel towards art, and the moment we ask it 
to do so we reduce it to theory, itself a generalised eisoptromania, a love of mirrors. Theory, in its demand-
ing ubiquity, is not philosophy. you might be tempted to say that it is a kind of nascent philosophy, or 
applied philosophy, but not even this is true. Trapped in the sphere of the possible, theory engages in the 
hypocrisy of at once celebrating the play of the possible (all of these perspectives!) and imposing a stern 
moral order that curtails access, not to other perspectives, but to the absolute.

The morality of theory is not to be confused with the kind of morality often foisted upon art. it 
is true that morality is brought to bear on distasteful perspectives, and the history of the reception of art 
is replete with cases of this kind of stupidity.

The particular moralism of theory is to insist on the absolute equality of perspectives, at the 
cost of the attainment of the absolute (exhaustion). But you say that this is hardly moralistic; it might 
even be called an ethical triumph: the overthrow of morality and its vicissitudes in the service of a free 
play of artistic vision. 

This praise of equality obscures an even more basic inequality, though: the denigration of the 
absolute and the singular from the point of view of an alleged common. 

Theory is to philosophy what cultural products are to art – not its lesser precursor or its prim-
er, but its stunted double, art reflected in the negative space where societies inevitably and essentially 
fail. This is what explains the affect of weariness that attends the theoretical rapture of perspectives. We 
are so weary because we so infrequently attain exhaustion in thought. 

not only weary, but bored. The rise of theory in the academy, in art schools, in mfa programs 
and on gallery walls is a bad sign, and evidence of what Jean-françois Lyotard calls, in a different context, 
miserable slackening. The singularities of art works are not captured by this daft chatter. The least we 
could do would be to spare artists the need to trade in its debased coinage.

1 Don Paterson, Best Thought, Worst Thought (Minneapolis: Grey Wolf, 2008), 61. 

2 Gilles Deleuze, “The Exhausted”, in Essays Critical and Clinical, trans. Daniel W. Smith and Michael A. Greco (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 152-74. 

3 Évariste Galois, cited in André Dalmas, Évariste Galois (Paris: Fasquelle, 1956), 121, a passage itself cited by Deleuze in Essays Critical and Clinical, 201n12. 

4 On Dedekind and the infinite, see Alain Badiou, Number and Numbers, trans. Robin Mackay (New York: Polity, 2008), ch. 4. 

5 Deleuze, “The Exhausted”, 153. 

6 Deleuze, “The Exhausted”, 154
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soccer (or football) is far too easy, too negotiable, too predictable. for instance, why does the goalie look 
different from everyone else? Why should he stand out? he should be wearing the exact same uniform 
as the rest of his team. The fact that he is aided, singled out, seems an act of cowardice. Let him be 
known exclusively by the righteousness of his commitment, the fierceness of his desire to prevent that 
ball from entering the goal. That said, why do the two different teams wear different uniforms? This too 
seems to lack courage, or what is worse, imagination. Things could be so much more interesting if they 
all wore the exact same uniform, looked exactly the same. Would not this render the whole affair a little 
more unpredictable? not solely governed by laws of skill, but equally by chance. skill and chance. such 
a satisfying combination would introduce an appreciable measure of chaos into a game that seems far 
too limited – not so much by rules, but by distinctions. it goes almost without saying that in those cases 
where players or teams could be distinguished by ethnicity (eg, senegal vs china), those teams should 
not only wear the same uniforms, but cover up their skin entirely, as well as wear masks (to wit: micky 
mouse, donald duck, sponge Bob square pants? Peu importe, just as long as they are same). one could 
imagine the reaction of the crowd: confusion regarding the identification of their team would soon yield 
to broader bewilderment, and this in turn, would yield to rage, such that the vicissitudes of emotion and 
catharsis that generally attend such events would become more consistent and be replaced by a com-
plete and total furor. a kind of generalised madness would reign. it seems almost an insult to the reader's 
intelligence to point out that such a modification would render this game more 'democratic'. for where 
fans formerly left the game variously triumphant or disappointed, they would now leave utterly shattered, 
each and ideally every one of them equally undone by the same expenditure, without respite, of emotion. 

a proposiTion

chris sharp
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